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I. Introduction—The AG or Staff alternative designs will lead to unjustified and 
significant increases in annual and seasonal delivery bills for higher-use customers. 

In early 2007, the Commission and the electric distribution utilities were faced with a 

dilemma.  Electric rates were no longer “frozen.”  The new unbundled supply and delivery rates 

eliminated any embedded discounts that had existed during the freeze.  And Illinois was in the 

middle of a bitterly cold winter.  In January 2007, the Ameren Illinois Utilities (AIUs) began 

issuing customer bills reflecting the new rates.  And when AIU residential customers, in 

particular the electric space-heat customers, began opening those bills,  there was an avalanche 

of customer frustration and surprise.  Within a few weeks, representatives for the Commission 

and the utilities were being asked to testify in front of the Illinois House of Representatives to 

explain themselves.  And the Commission had ordered an investigation of the AIU electric 

supply and delivery rates. 

The AIUs and Commission Staff, however, quickly came up with a simple fix to stem the 

tide—they adjusted rates effective in 2008 to recover less revenue from electric space-heat 

customers during non-summer months.  But it was a temporary fix.  And two years later, in 

Docket Nos. 09-0306 et al. (the 2009 rate case), the AIUs and Staff agreed to rate design changes 

for residential delivery and supply charges that would help to eliminate the existing supply 

subsidies that electric space-heat customers were still enjoying during non-summer months.  

Based on the Commission’s explicit direction in the prior rate case, they incorporated Straight 

Fixed Variable (SFV) rate design into the design of delivery rates, and adjusted the supply rates 

to decrease the existing subsidy.  The result for low-use non-space heat customers was that, as 

delivery rates increased (with the use of SFV design), supply rates decreased.  Thus, the total bill 

impacts experienced by low-use, non-space-heat customers were restrained.  The Commission 
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approved the proposals and, whereas in the prior rate case the Commission felt it was too soon to 

return to cost based rates, it now considered the resulting delivery rates to be cost-based. 

In this proceeding, the Commission must now decide whether to reverse its prior rate 

design policies and eliminate, or significantly reduce, the SFV percentage in AIC’s DS-1 rates—

a rate design that the Commission has endorsed and approved as producing cost-based rates for 

AIC’s electric residential customers (three times now) and that has been in place for over four 

years.  The evidence in the record does not support such a reversal.  The evidence proves that 

SFV design accurately reflects the similarities in the cost of delivering electricity across the class 

(i.e., the SFV design acknowledges that a change in the customer’s usage does not result in a 

change in the utility’s cost).  And the evidence demonstrates that radically revamping (overnight) 

the way in which AIC collects electric delivery revenues within the class will cause significant, 

incremental, and adverse delivery bill impacts for higher-use customers, whether the 

Commission adopts the AG design or the Staff “midpoint” alternative. 

The record contains all of the analysis that the Commission needs to affirm its March 19, 

2014 ruling and preserve the existing rate design.  We know that electric space-heat customers 

will face significant, incremental delivery bill impacts in January 2015, under the AG or Staff 

alternative rate designs.  Low-income customers are part of that residential group.  And these 

customers were adversely affected by “rate shock” in 2007, the last time that there was a radical 

restructuring of rates during the non-summer months.  We know that all residential customers, 

both general-use and space-heat, will face higher bills in summer months under the AG or Staff 

alternative rate designs, since a reduction in the SFV percentage means more volatile bills based 

on monthly swings in customer usage.  And the incremental summer and non-summer bill 

impacts for higher-use customers will only get worse, both when weather conditions get worse 
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and usage increases, and when delivery and supply rates increase in the months and years to 

come.  And we know that these incremental bill impacts for electric space-heat and other higher-

use customers are not justified by the design or cost of AIC’s electric distribution network.   

The record shows that since 2007, the rate design policies approved by the Commission 

have moderated and managed total bill impacts for all residential customers.  There is no need to 

abruptly abandon those policies.  And there is every reason to stay the current course.  The 

Commission’s rehearing order in this proceeding must affirm the existing rate design. 

II. The fundamental principles of rate design—cost causation, gradualism, and 
avoidance of undue bill impacts—do not justify a major shift in existing rate design. 

A. The Commission should reject the AG rate design, again.  The desire to have 
usage drive the delivery bill does not support widespread rate destabilization. 

1. The AG rate design will disrupt the residential rate stability that the 
Commission has strived to reach and maintain—eliminating SFV 
design will cause severe delivery bill impacts, annually and seasonally. 

In January 2007, a massive restructuring of electric rates occurred virtually overnight.  

(AIC Init. Br. at 3-4.)  The electric rate “freeze” ended.  “Bundled” rates expired.  New, higher 

delivery service rates took effect, which reflected an increase in the cost of delivery service.  And 

new, higher power supply rates took effect, which reflected a market-based price for electricity.  

For one segment of the residential class, the electric space-heat customer, the restructuring was 

particularly shocking.  Not only were legacy discounts embedded in bundled rates eliminated; 
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but the winter of 2007 also was exceptionally cold, leading to a spike in customer usage.  The 

result was a significant and immediate increase in the space-heat customers’ bills.1  (Id. at 4.)   

The public reaction was negative and vocal.2  (Id. at 5.)  Customers complained, instantly 

and often.  Many calls were made to the utilities, the Commission, news media, and elected 

representatives.  And public meetings were held to hold the Commission and utility executives 

accountable, to document the hardships that customers were facing, and to figure out what, if 

anything, could be done to alleviate some of the bill pressure on residential customers.  

 What happened next was historic.  Just two months after the new unbundled rates had 

taken effect, the Commission ordered AIC back in for an investigation of all tariffed aspects of 

its electric delivery and supply services.  (Id. at 5-6.)  In a few short months, Staff and the legacy 

utilities hammered out a deal that would redesign residential delivery and supply service rates to 

mitigate the increases faced by electric space-heat customers.  (Id. at 6.)  The objective was to 

shift a portion of residential revenue responsibility away from non-summer rates for higher usage 

customers.  And the framework of the redesign was not complex.  Delivery service rates would 

                                                
1 The AG Initial Brief points out that 2007 bill impacts were more severe than the impacts that 
would occur in January 2015 under the AG’s rate design.  That’s true, and AIC has conceded 
that mathematical point.  (Ameren Exs. 1.0RH (2d Rev.) (Nelson Dir.), p. 3; 3.0RH (Nelson 
Reb.), pp. 4-5.)  It makes sense that the 2007 increases would be more severe, since the 2006 
rates were low, especially for space-heat customers.  But the main takeaway is that the principles 
of gradualism and avoidance of undue bill impacts cannot be overlooked when allocating 
revenues within the class.  The Commission and the Ameren Illinois legacy utilities were 
reminded of this lesson in 2007, and it should not be so easily forgotten.  AIC would rather avert 
another crisis, one that is avoidable, and one that would result in prices that are not cost based. 
2 The AG attempts to argue that, “The public outcry cited by Mr. Nelson in January of 2007 was 
in the context of both unusually frequent outages with unusually long duration (SAIFI and 
CAIDI) and unexpectedly large bill increases.”  (AG Init. Br. at 7.)  This allegation is neither 
credible nor relevant.  The sources cited by Mr. Nelson show that customer complaints 
concerned their bills, not their service.  (Ameren Ex. 1.1RH.)  The AG cannot possibly believe 
that customers would have remained silent about the significant 2007 rate increases, had the 
2006 storms not occurred.  Nor can the AG possibly think that service outages caused the rate 
redesign docket.   
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recover additional revenue in the summer and less during non-summer months.  Power supply 

rates would recover less in the summer, more for the first 800 kWh of non-summer use, and less 

for non-summer use over 800 kWh.  The result was a smoothing of the rate increases over 

summer and non-summer months, and across customer usage groups in the class.   

This history is recounted more fully in AIC’s testimony and Initial Brief.  But what 

should be stressed again here is that the events of 2007 did not end the transition from bundled to 

unbundled electric residential rates; they were just the first few steps.  For, although the rate 

redesign approach in Docket No. 07-0165 was not complicated, its effects were rippling.  In the 

rate cases that followed, the Commission took additional steps to gradually return to “cost-

based” residential rates and eliminate the intra-class subsidies created by the 2007 rate redesign.   

In Docket Nos. 07-0585 et al. (the 2007 rate case), the Commission authorized rate 

adjustments on an across-the-board basis, because it “feared that returning to cost-based rates so 

soon would lead to the same rate shock that warranted the rate redesign in Docket No. 07-0165.”  

Ameren Ill. Co., Docket 09-0306 et al. (cons.), Order, p. 252 (Apr. 29. 2010).  But it ordered AIC 

to consider the use of SFV design for space-heat customers.  (AIC Init. Br. at 8.)  And in the next 

rate case (the 2009 rate case), the Commission adopted SFV design.  (Id.)  And it didn’t adopt 

SFV design in a vacuum.  The customers’ total bills were managed by adjusting power supply 

rates concurrently with delivery services rates.  Ameren Ill. Co., Docket 09-0306 et al. (cons.), 

Order, pp. 283-84 (Apr. 29, 2010); (Ameren Ex. 2.0RH (2d. Rev.) (Jones Dir.), pp. 18-19.)   

The advent of SFV pricing allowed the restructuring of BGS-1 rates to reduce prices for 

small general-use customers, while raising them for higher usage blocks (i.e., space-heat 

customers) in non-summer months, who had been benefiting from supply subsidies.  (Id.)  The 

Commission believed that “the overall impact of bills reflecting cost based delivery services 
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w[ould] be tolerable.”  Ameren Ill. Co., Docket 09-0306 et al. (cons.), Order, p. 252.  And the 

result of applying SFV pricing for DS-1, with the concurrent adjustments to BGS-1 prices, has 

been declining supply charges for lower-use customers, which have offset increases in delivery 

charges that better reflected the similar cost to deliver energy across the class.  (Ameren Ex. 4.0 

(Jones Reb.), pp. 21-22; App. A & B.)  This trend has allowed AIC to moderate the total bill 

impacts for low-use customers since 2007. 

The larger point here is that the introduction of SFV pricing in the 2009 rate case has 

played a critical role in producing and stabilizing cost-based, unbundled electric residential rates, 

for both general-use and space-heat customers.  And since the 2009 rate case, there has been a 

consistency in the design of AIC’s electric residential rates, with the maintenance of SFV pricing 

on the delivery side, and the gradual elimination of subsidies on the supply side.  (AIC Init. Br. at 

8-10.)  The subsequent adjustments to Rider PER have brought uniform power supply rates 

across the class (for the customers who are supplied by AIC).  (Tr. 132:15-20.)  The introduction 

of alternative retail electric suppliers has diversified the market, with two-thirds of residents 

getting their supply from another provider.  (Ameren Cross Exs. 10; 11.)  And the arrival of 

formula rates has brought annual update and reconciliation proceedings intended to better align 

delivery revenues with costs.  That progress, however, is now at risk. 
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The AG claims that eliminating SFV pricing, on the eve of the largest AIC formula rate 

increase to date, is “fair and protective of customer pocketbooks.”3  (AG Init. Br. at 3.)  But that 

is hardly the case, and that is not what would be remembered, if the AG proposal were adopted.  

What would be remembered would be the volatile, monthly fluctuations in delivery bill impacts 

that would occur, both in the non-summer season for space-heat customers, and in the summer 

season for all customers.  (Id. at 10-12.)  That sort of turbulent future should be avoided.4 

The AG claims that its rate design “will actually mitigate the effects of Ameren’s likely 

distribution rate increase for most residential customers.”  (AG Init. Br. at 3 (emphasis in 

original).)  For some residential customers, that is true.  The AG design certainly would create 

more winners and losers, when compared to the more even spread of incremental rate increases 

that the existing rate design would produce across the class.  And the lowest users will see lower 

delivery bills under the AG design, at least in the short term.  But the trivial amount of savings 

that roughly half of the class would realize under the AG design comes at the expense of the 

significant, incremental bill impacts that higher-use customers would experience.  (Ameren Ex. 

4.1RH.)  The delivery bill increase faced by the largest-use customers is not trivial under any 

                                                
3 The AG Initial Brief also suggests that low-use customers have been treated unfairly by the 
Commission’s existing and prior delivery rate design policies.  (See, e.g., AG Init. Br. at 7-10.)  
But as pointed out in AIC’s Initial Brief, the AG’s analysis of bill impacts from 2008 to present 
only looks at delivery bill impacts.  That only tells half the story.  What the AG’s analysis lacks 
is a discussion of the power supply decreases that these same low-use customers experienced 
over that same time period.  (AIC Init. Br. at 9-10; App. A & B.)  The suggestion that the 
existing and prior delivery rate designs have unfairly treated low-use customers is subterfuge.  
The reality is that total bills for all customers have been managed since 2007, with low-use 
customers paying virtually identical rates today as they paid in 2008, and high-use customers 
paying gradually escalating rates since 2008.  (Id.)  The total bill since 2008 tells the complete 
story.  And the AG has not produced or analyzed changes in total bills from 2008 to 2015.  (Tr. 
85.) 
4 And this time, should the public outcry began again, the Commission would not have a viable 
option of alleviating delivery bill pressure on higher-use customers by redesigning power supply 
rates, given the level of switching that has occurred and the desire to keep uniform BGS prices. 
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scenario.  But it becomes a “shocking” amount under the AG design.  The increase to the 60,253 

kWh space-heat customer under the AG design is more than the entire total bill under present 

rates for the 5,000 kWh general-use customer in Rate Zones I, I-ME, and III.  Indeed, in Rate 

Zone III, the AG increase amount for the 60,253 kWh customer is even greater than the proposed 

total bill for the 5,000 kWh customer.  (Ameren Ex. 2.7RH-2C, AIC Init. Br., App. B, at 1, 2, 4.) 

The widespread disruption to rate stability and the wide-ranging bill impacts that the AG 

proposal would produce, in the non-summer and summer months, do not justify such a radical 

change in rate design.  The Commission may not hear from the “winners” under the AG design, 

but it would hear from the “losers,” of which there would be many more.  And the last thing that 

the Commission should want is the possibility of having to order AIC to come back in, a few 

months from now, for a redesign of delivery rates for the January 2016 billing period.   

2. The pretense that the AG design accurately reflects the cost of service 
within the residential class should be dismissed—there is no cost-basis 
for charging AIC’s higher-use customers more for delivery service.  

The AG professes that its rate design is “grounded in the Company’s embedded cost of 

service study.”  (AG Init. Br. at 1.)  That is true to the extent that its expert relied on the 

Company’s cost of service study to identify a percentage of “customer-related” costs (28%) to 

recover through fixed charges on the customer’s delivery bill.  But that correlation does not 

prove that the AG rate design is “cost-based.”  (Id. at 17.)  It doesn’t prove that the existing rate 

design has “over-charged” low-use customers for the cost of delivering electricity.  (Id. at 10.)  

And it certainly doesn’t prove that the Commission needs to “equalize” distribution rate impacts 

in this proceeding across the residential class to account for the alleged prior “subsidies” passed 

along to high-use customers.  (Id. at 9, 10.)  The AG is offering a solution in search of a problem 
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that doesn’t exist.  The AG’s tale of “harm” to low-use customers by prior rate designs is a 

fiction. 

The substantial evidence in the record shows that at least 70% of the residential delivery 

cost of service is not caused by actual customer usage.  (AIC Init. Br. at 13-14.)  There is a 

difference between allocating costs for customers that are shared by several customer classes 

based on demand, and claiming that, once allocated to the specific class, the costs continue to 

exhibit a variable characteristic within the class.  For at least 70% of delivery costs allocated to 

the residential customers, there is not a variable characteristic to the costs within the DS-1 class.   

The AG has presented no empirical evidence to show how an AIC customer within the 

residential class causes more or less costs to deliver energy, if he or she happens to use more or 

less energy.  In other words, all else constant, what delivery costs increase, if customers use more 

energy?  For at least 70% of the AIC’s residential delivery costs, the answer is zero.  The record 

demonstrates that the costs for the primary line system on down to the customer’s meter are not 

influenced by a residential customer’s actual monthly usage, annual usage, or fluctuations in 

usage over multiple years.  (AIC Init. Br. at 13-14.)  The evidence that AIC has offered is sworn 

testimony that affirms that a conversion of gas-heat customer to electric-heat, or a change in the 

residential load, will not cause a material change in the distribution facilities or an incremental, 

material cost in the delivery of electricity.  (Id.)  The AG has offered a theory espoused by a 

witness who isn’t a design planner, isn’t an engineer, and isn’t familiar with the details of AIC’s 

distribution systems.  (Id. at 14.)  And it is theory that, after you strip away the rhetoric, simply 

makes no sense.  It doesn’t cost AIC more to deliver electricity to a general-use customer’s 

residence in August than in January, simply because the general-use customer typically uses 
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more energy in August.5  And it doesn’t cost AIC more to service the “Oak Street” converted 

space-heat customer (i.e., former gas-heat customer), simply because he or she now uses 

electricity to heat their homes.6  (Id.)  In other words, higher-use residential customers already 

subsidize lower-use customers.  The AG approach would just exacerbate this condition. 

3. The AG’s claim that its design will not cause “rate shock” for January 
2015 bills is a “red herring”—its “tunnel vision” view of short-lived 
and now tentative supply prices understates the potential bill impacts. 

The AG claims that its proposed rate design “will not create ‘rate shock’ for electric 

space-heating customers during the winter months of early 2015 or for [AIC’s] residential 

customers generally in 2015.”  (AG Init. Br. at 3; see also id. at 6, 16, 20.)  But as explained in 

AIC’s Initial Brief, the AG’s shortsighted, “snapshot” view of January 2015 total bill impacts 

grossly understates the potential increases that will occur after May 2015.  (AIC Init. Br. at 20-

22.)   

The AG complains that AIC ignores lower future BGS prices in its total bill analysis. 

(AG Init. Br. at 20.)  The delivery and total bill impacts for the highest-use customers would still 

be significant for the January 2015 billing period, even if one were to use the October 2014 BGS 

prices.  But the AG’s “snapshot” of total bills between 2014 and 2015 has several flaws anyway.  

For starters, as explained in AIC’s Initial Brief, Mr. Rubin’s “rate groups” understate the bill 

impacts for the highest-use customers.  (AIC Init. Br. at 17-20.)  Mr. Rubin’s comparison of 

October 2013 and October 2014 BGS prices also does not consider either the lower January 2014 

BGS prices or the change in BGS prices for Rate Zone I – Metro East.  (Ameren Cross Exs. 8, 9; 
                                                
5 It does, however, cost AIC more to construct a network to stand ready to provide service to a 
little to no use customer than the revenue that is ultimately collected from that customer. 
6 And if there were evidence of a minor, incremental expense in servicing the converted space-
heat customer or the general-use customer in August, over 25% of the minimum 70% fixed 
delivery costs are still recovered through the variable kWh charge on the delivery bill. 
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Tr. 58-62.)  But more importantly, Mr. Rubin’s October 2014 BGS prices are short-lived and 

only apply to one-third of residential customers.  His analysis does not reflect higher power and 

transmission prices that may be effective after May 2015.  (AIC Init. Br. at 20-21.)  It does not 

reflect any changes to January 2015 power prices that may occur after the supplemental 

procurement event.  (Id. at 21, n. 4.)  It does not reflect the change in power prices that 

residential customers, who procure their supply from ARES, may experience.  (Tr. 71.)  And it 

does not reflect the higher delivery prices that customers will see in 2016.  (AIC Init. Br. at 20-

21.) 

The AG tries to dismiss AIC’s emphasis on future bill impacts that would result from the 

likelihood of higher power supply, transmission, and delivery rates as “darkly intoning.”  (AG 

Init. Br. at 20.)  But these are not scare tactics.  And they are not diversionary tactics.  The odds 

are that delivery rates are going to go up in 2016, as additional and incremental reliability and 

“smart grid” plant additions are constructed, pursuant to AIC’s infrastructure investment plan.  

(AIC Init. Br. at 20-22.)  The odds are that transmission rates are going to go up, as additional 

and substantial transmission assets are placed into service over the next decade.  (Id.)  And the 

odds are that power supply prices are going to up after May 2015 (and maybe even in January 

2015), as the market adjusts and current procurement contracts expire.  (Id.)  The Commission 

cannot bury its head in the sand and refuse to confront these probabilities, even if the AG 

chooses to do so.  The focus of this proceeding is not to establish a rate design for residential 

delivery bills for just the January 2015 billing period; the focus is to establish a cost-based rate 

design that will manage delivery bill impacts for the next three years.  And for that reason, the 
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AG’s focus on just January 2015 total bills obscures the full impact of its proposal on customers’ 

bills.7 

4. The AG accusations about the “customer protection mechanism” are 
unfounded—the mechanism is designed to protect customers from 
undue total bill impacts due to a change in delivery rate design. 

The AG Initial Brief contains a litany of errors on the purpose, structure, and application 

of the “customer protection mechanism” that must be corrected.  These errors fall under three 

main (and also misleading) suggestions: (1) that AIC should be seeking to limit the delivery 

service increase imposed on the residential class; (2) that the mechanism’s customer profiles are 

not relevant and representative of actual usage; and (3) that the choice of 7.5% as the annual 

change in total bills, which, if exceeded, would result in no change in the SFV percentage, is 

arbitrary.  As described below, the Commission should not rely on these misstatements—and 

their erroneous assumptions—when judging the effectiveness of AIC’s alternative proposal. 

The AG suggests that it is “notable” that AIC does not seek to limit “bill impacts 

resulting solely from its formula rate increase in Docket No. 14-0317.”  (AG Init. Br. at 21.)  But 

this suggestion misses the entire point of this proceeding—to approve “revenue-neutral tariff 

changes related to rate design of a performance-based formula rate.”  220 ILCS 5/16-108.5(e).  

The AG offers no authority for the proposition that the Commission, in this proceeding, can 

restrain annual increases in the residential delivery service revenue requirement caused by 
                                                
7 The AG also incorporates prior arguments from the initial proceeding—not addressed in its 
rehearing testimony—that attempt to prop up its rate design proposal.  (AG Init. Br. at 11.)  
These arguments are untimely and should not be considered for that procedural defect.  But even 
if they were timely, they are incorrect and irrelevant.  The formula rate structure does not 
guarantee that AIC will recover its requested revenue requirement; the revenues collected will 
depend on actual usage.  And although the Commission eliminated the use of SFV design for 
Commonwealth Edison’s residential delivery rates, that outcome is being further investigated.  
(See Docket No. 14-0384.)  In any event, the record on rehearing in this case supports the 
continued use of SFV design for AIC’s residential delivery rates, regardless of the decision in 
Docket No. 13-0387. 
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changes in AIC’s cost of service.  The customer protection mechanism is meant to restrain bill 

impacts caused by a rate design change to reduce the current SFV percentage.  (Ameren Exs. 

2.0RH (2d. Rev.) (Jones Dir.), pp. 37-40; 2.12RH-C.)  It is not intended to limit the amount of 

delivery rate, power supply rate, or transmission rate increases that otherwise would be allowed 

as prudent and reasonable.  If a customer profile’s total bill impact exceeds the 7.5% threshold, 

before any decrease in the SFV percentage occurs, this signifies that the base level increase due 

to changes in the delivery, power supply, and/or transmission rates is already high enough, and 

changing the rate design would serve only to contribute to already sizable bill impacts for a 

segment of the customer base.  (Id.)  The mechanism is a model that promotes prudent progress 

toward a goal—progress that ensures that total bill impacts do not become any more extreme 

than necessary.8 

The AG also suggests that the mechanism’s customer usage profiles are “obscure” and 

“absurd,” and may no longer be “relevant” or “representative” of actual customers.  (AG Init. Br. 

at 22.)  The AG contends that they “should not be equally weighted in measuring rate impacts.”  

(Id.)  But it is the AG’s derisions and speculations that should not be given any weight.  The 

direct testimony of Ameren witness Mr. Jones explained that the 12 profiles chosen for the 

“customer protection mechanism” are the same profiles used for Rider PER and “are also the 

most vulnerable to increases to variable (per kWh) charges, and thus are the customers most 

susceptible to potential undue bill impacts” caused by the elimination of SFV pricing.  (Ameren 

                                                
8 The AG Initial Brief also states, “Ameren also did not seek to apply such a rate mitigation 
mechanism when total bills nearly doubled for some low users in 2009 when Ameren drastically 
increased its customer charge.”  (AG Init. Br. at 21.)  Not true.  As noted supra (p. 6, n. 3) and in 
AIC’s Initial Brief (AIC Init. Br. at 9-10), power supply decrease for lower-use non-electric-
space heat customers have led to relatively flat total bills since 2008.  A simple review of 
Ameren Exhibit 2.5RH also reveals that the AG’s claim that “total bills nearly doubled for some 
low users” is a gross exaggeration, at best—and has no place in the Commission’s Final Order. 
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Ex. 2.0RH (2d. Rev.), p. 40.)  And this is another point that the AG misses or tries to 

“obscure”—the mechanism is designed to avoid undue bill impacts to electric space-heat and 

other higher-use customers.  (Tr. 131:23-132:8.)  A profile for every customer type within the 

class is not needed to achieve this task.  During cross-examination, Mr. Jones explained that the 

profiles represent actual customers who expressed concerned in 2007 and whom AIC is 

concerned about here.  (Tr. 129:21-130:2, 139:12-20.)  The evidence in the record confirms that 

customers who fit these usage profiles still exist.9  (Ameren Exs. 2.8RH, 4.4RH.)  And neither 

the AG nor Staff has shown that these same profiles have been ineffective in managing power 

supply rates in accord with delivery rate increases.  (Ameren Cross Ex. 2, Attach. A, p. 2.)10 

The AG also suggests that AIC “did not explain why the mitigation constraints from [a] 

reconciliation Rider would be appropriate for a distribution rate re-design….”  (AG Init. Br. at 

23-24.)  The AG, however, is confused as to how the rate constraints in Rider PER function.  

They don’t function as a reconciliation rider.  They function to modify power supply prices, 

gradually, based on potential total bill impacts at present and proposed rates.  (Tr. 128:24-125:7.)  

The relevance of this mechanism is that it can be adapted to similarly modify delivery prices, 

gradually, based on total bill impacts, if the Commission is inclined to decrease the SFV 

percentage (despite the evidence to the contrary).  The AG is similarly confused about the 

specific choice of a 7.5% cap on total bill increases.  (AG Init. Br. at 24.)  The success in moving 

                                                
9 The AG’s Initial Brief claims that “supply charges are also lower than they were in 2008” for 
higher-use residential customers.  (AG Init. Br. at 22.)  But as noted in AIC’s Initial Brief (AIC 
Init. Br. at 9-10), that claim is not true for large-use electric space-heat customers.   
10 The AG notes that the first seven pages of Ride PER were “inexplicably omitted” from 
Ameren Cross Exhibit 2.  (AG Init. Br. at 23, n. 16.)  This omission is because a 45-day notice 
filing with the Commission only contains the tariff sheets where the Company has proposed 
modified language.   
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power supply to a uniform level over the past three or four years, using a 7.5% cap, makes it an 

appropriate, not an arbitrary, percentage to use for moving delivery prices. 11 (Tr. 132:15-20.) 

For these reasons, the AG’s criticisms of the “customer protection mechanism” should be 

dismissed and not included in the Commission’s Final Order in this proceeding. 

5. The AG’s late proposal to require AIC to include an undefined notice 
on bill impacts is not part of the record—and there is no evidence on 
the details or effectiveness of past and future AIC communications. 

The AG’s Initial Brief, for the first time in this proceeding, proposes that the Commission 

order AIC to include “an announcement with November and December 2014 bills of the 

projected bill impact at different usage levels based on Ameren’s requested 2015 revenue 

increase.”  (AG Init. Br. at 27.)  The notice, the AG argues, “should be subject to review by the 

Staff and the other parties to this docket, include the approved rate design as well as an 

explanation of the Company’s request for a 22% increase in overall revenues, and include 

information on LIHEAP and other savings or assistance programs.”  (Id.)  But there is a 

fundamental problem with the AG’s bill insert proposal—there isn’t any evidence in the record 

that supports it. 

As the AG’s Initial Brief points out, Ameren witness Mr. Nelson did, in fact, discuss the 

2007 rate increases and the acknowledgment by the predecessor utilities and the Commission 

that more could have been done to inform residential customers on projected bill impacts by 

estimated usage.  But that evidence was presented in Mr. Nelson’s direct testimony on rehearing.  

                                                
11 The AG is also confused on how the 7.5% constraint would function.  The AG’s Initial Brief 
claims that the use of 10.6% as the constraint, instead of 7.5%, would allow the Commission to 
approve the AG rate design, based on its review of Ameren Exhibit 2.12RH-C.  (AG Init. Br. at 
24.)  That is incorrect.  If all profiles showed an annual change in total bills less than 10.6%, the 
fixed charge recovery would be reduced until one profile reaches the 10.6% threshold.  Since 
there is already one profile with 10.6% increase in Ameren Exhibit 2.12RH-C, there would be no 
movement.  And if the cap were slightly higher (e.g., 10.7%), any movement would be minimal.   
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(See, e.g., Ameren Ex. 1.0RH (2d Rev.) (Nelson Dir.), ll. 101-03, 138-44, 210-20, 250-55.)  The 

proper and only time for the AG to propose a bill insert communication in response to that 

evidence was the AG’s rebuttal testimony, not the AG’s Initial Brief.  But the AG’s rebuttal 

testimony is silent on the need for customer communications or the form that they should take.  

And with the record marked heard and taken, AIC now has no opportunity to present testimony 

in response to the AG’s proposal, or more importantly, cross-examine its expert on the merits. 

Instead, the AG attempts to create record support for its proposal with its open-ended 

cross-examination of Mr. Nelson about the types of customer communications that AIC intends 

to send in the next six months—a topic not addressed by Mr. Nelson in his direct or his rebuttal 

and a topic that Mr. Nelson deferred to Mr. Jones.  (Tr. 11-14.)  And although he was aware 

generally that AIC had complied with public notices and had included materials in its rate filing 

in Docket No. 14-0317 on the bill impacts of the pending rate increase, Mr. Nelson did not know 

all of the information included in those communications.  (Tr. 11:12-21, 13:5-10, 14:7-10, 17:9-

13.)  He did not know all of the forms of communications that AIC had used or would use, 

including the information that AIC included on its websites or in response to press inquiries.  (Tr. 

11:12-21.)  And he did not know if the Company planned to communicate any information about 

the pending rate increase through bill inserts.  (Tr. 12:1.)  But Mr. Nelson shouldn’t have been 

expected to know the answers off the top of his head, because he didn’t testify on the topic.  And 

although he deferred the questions to Mr. Jones, who testified after him, (Tr. 11:20, 13:7, 14:8), 

counsel for the AG did not ask any clarifying questions to Mr. Jones at the hearing, even though 

he had ample opportunity to do so.  Nor did the AG pursue the information through discovery 

requests earlier in the proceeding.  Thus, the AG missed its opportunities to obtain and admit this 

information.  And it missed its opportunity to timely present and support its bill insert proposal. 
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The result of the AG’s 11th hour proposal is that the record is woefully incomplete on the 

effectiveness of the communications that AIC has used so far and on any communications that 

AIC was contemplating on using.  The public notices for the pending delivery rate increase are 

not in the record.  The materials included in the formula rate update filing in Docket No. 13-0417 

are not in the record.  There is no testimony from AIC on the contents of prior communications.  

There is no testimony from AIC on the content of future communications.  There is no testimony 

on the effectiveness of the AG’s proposal to send out two notices, in November and December 

2014 bills, before the revenue requirement in Docket 14-0317 is even approved.  There is no 

evidence on the incremental cost of the monthly notices.  There is no evidence on the substance 

of the content of the monthly notices.  There is no evidence on required communications already 

required in monthly bills.  And the only witness, who may have been able to shed some light on 

any of those details, counsel for the AG declined to question at the hearing, even after the 

witness was identified as the appropriate target in the hearing room for the related line of inquiry. 

For these reasons, the Commission must reject the AG’s late and vague proposal to 

require AIC to include an insert in November and December bills, subject to the review of Staff 

and other parties to this proceeding.  It is untimely.  It is undefined.  Its effectiveness is 

unknown.  And there isn’t any evidence in the record to justify the Commission ordering AIC to 

prepare, negotiate, and distribute whatever bill insert it is that the AG may be contemplating.   

B. The Commission should not be inclined to adopt Staff’s “midpoint” alternative. 
Moving away from an SFV rate design will not “benefit” residential customers. 

1. Staff’s tepid endorsement of its “midpoint” alternative is at odds with 
Staff’s prior and current rate design recommendations—Staff still 
openly supports the continued use and progression of SFV pricing.   

The recommendation in Staff’s Initial Brief repeats the proposal for an “alternative rate 

design” presented in Staff’s direct testimony on rehearing.  (Staff Init. Br. at 4-5, 12-13.)  It is a 
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proposal that still seeks to “split the baby” by identifying a midpoint SFV percentage between 

the existing and AG rate designs.12  It is a conditional proposal, entirely dependent on whether 

“the Commission is inclined to move away from an SFV rate design….”  (Id. at 4; see also id. at 

12-13.)  And it is a proposal that remains at odds with Staff’s prior and current rate design 

recommendations—recommendations that openly support the continued use and progression of 

SFV pricing in the design of AIC’s residential electric delivery rates.  (AIC Init. Br. at 22-23.) 

It is endorsement from Staff that is tepid at best.  No other rate designs were considered.  

(Ameren Ex. 4.5, p. 8.)  And the “sole basis” for Staff’s “midpoint” alternative is the fact that it 

produces delivery bill impacts that “fall between” the bill impacts produced by the AG and 

existing rate designs.  (Ameren Ex. 4.5, p. 7.)  There isn’t any analysis of cost causers within the 

residential class.  And there isn’t any analysis of why the 36.4% percentage is reasonable.  The 

proposal isn’t even a fixed percentage.  Even though Staff expressed reluctance in using its 

alternative as the first step to phasing-in the AG rate design (Tr. 40), Staff indicated a willingness 

to take “additional steps in either direction” in future dockets.  (Staff Init. Br. at 13.)  And Staff 

concedes that its “midpoint” SFV percentage would change, depending on the other parties’ 

percentage proposals.  (Tr. 42-43.)  All in all, Staff’s “midpoint” alternative seems to be a much 

more perfunctory and token position, than a credible choice for serious consideration.   

The evidence in the record shows that Staff is more “inclined” to do the exact opposite of 

its alternative—preserve the “status quo” SFV percentage.  The Commission should be similarly 

inclined and reject the Staff “midpoint” alternative, in favor of the existing rate design. 

 

                                                
12 Staff’s Initial Brief refers to the SFV percentage midpoint as 36%.  (Staff Init. Br. at 12.)  But 
as Staff conceded at the hearing, the true SFV percentage midpoint between the AG and existing 
rate design, if adopted by the Commission, should be 36.4%.  (Ameren Cross Ex. 1; Tr. 39-40.) 
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2. The Staff “midpoint” alternative has no cost-basis in the record—
Staff’s “middle ground” approach is just basic math, without any 
nexus to the design or cost of AIC’s electric distribution systems. 

There is no discussion of cost causation in Staff’s Initial Brief.  Likewise, there is no 

discussion in Staff’s Initial Brief of the cost-basis for its alternative rate design.  This should 

come as no surprise.  There was no discussion of those topics in Staff’s testimony.  (AIC Init. Br. 

at 28.)  And Staff witness Ms. Harden made clear during the evidentiary hearing that she was not 

prepared to discuss any opinions on cost causation in this rehearing proceeding.  (Tr. 37-38.)   

But the absence of that discussion from Staff’s testimony doesn’t mean that the principle 

of cost causation isn’t relevant.  Even the AG accepts that premise.  (AG Init. Br. at 25.)  In 

Docket Nos. 09-0306 et al. (cons.) (the 2009 rate case), the Commission stated repeatedly that it 

strives to allocate costs to those who cause the costs.  Ameren Ill. Co., Docket 09-0306 et al. 

(cons.), Order, pp. 228, 232, 237, 242 (Apr. 29, 2010).  That goal is no less important now, even 

if Staff chooses to remain silent on it.  In that same proceeding, the Commission approved the 

predecessor utilities’ proposal to use SFV pricing in the design of residential electric delivery 

rates.  (AIC Init. Br. at 8.)  And the Commission believed then that “the overall impact of bills 

reflecting cost based delivery services w[ould] be tolerable.”  Ameren Ill. Co., Docket 09-0306 et 

al. (cons.), Order, p. 252.  As we fast-forward to today, the evidence offered here doesn’t show 

that the Commission’s prior opinions were wrong.  The use of SFV pricing still produces 

tolerable, cost-based delivery service rates. 

Simply put, the Staff alternative doesn’t establish a cost-basis to justify such a large 

reduction in the SFV percentage.  It just averages the two other proposals.  The Staff proposal is 

not grounded in the Company’s cost of service studies.  The studies aren’t even mentioned in 

Staff’s testimony or data responses.  Nor does Staff identify a connection between its proposal 

and the design of AIC’s electric distribution systems.  Staff does not refute Ameren witness Mr. 
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Jones’ statement that the fixed costs for the primary line system through the customer’s meter 

represent about 70% of the DS-1 revenue requirement.  Nor does Staff repudiate Mr. Jones’ 

assertions that a converted electric space-heat customer does not cause AIC to incur an 

incremental cost in the delivery of electricity.  (AIC Init. Br. at 13-14.)  If Staff wanted to pick a 

more reasonable “middle ground,” it should have averaged the 70% of fixed delivery costs with 

the 28% of customer-related costs championed by AG witness Mr. Rubin.  That “midpoint” 

result (49%) would have had more of a nexus to the design and cost of AIC’s electric distribution 

network (and would be closer to Staff’s original position in the initial case of gradual movement 

towards a 50% cap).  Without that nexus to provide a cost-basis for the rate design proposal 

however, the Commission does not have sufficient record support to adopt the Staff alternative. 

3. The Staff “midpoint” alternative is not “more beneficial” than the 
existing rate design—reducing the SFV percentage by that much still 
will lead to adverse bill impacts in non-summer and summer months. 

The Staff Initial Brief claims that the “benefit” of its “midpoint” alternative “would be to 

mitigate the rate impact” that would result from adopting the AG rate design immediately.  (Staff 

Init. Br. at 13.)  That may be true, at least in the short-term.  But under that definition of 

“beneficial,” any reduction in the SFV percentage short of the AG proposal would produce a 

“benefit.” 13 

                                                
13 For example, Staff could have proposed a more gradual decrease in the SFV percentage as an 
alternative, such as a maximum 2.5% reduction each year in the fixed cost recovery over the next 
three years.  That would have been a mirror image to Staff’s initial position to increase the SFV 
percentage by a maximum of 2.5% each year—a proposal that Staff has not abandoned.  Instead 
Staff chose its “split the baby” alternative, which entirely hinges upon the other parties’ 
proposals for cost percentages to recover through fixed charges.  If AIC, for example, had stuck 
to its original proposal (a 50% cap), then Staff’s “midpoint” would have been higher.  And 
Staff’s “midpoint” would have been even higher still, if Staff had averaged the 70% of fixed 
delivery costs and 28% of customer-related costs to come up with a “reasonable” alternative. 
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As the AIC Initial Brief and Ameren Exhibit 4.2RH (App. E) demonstrate, the use of 

Staff’s actual midpoint (36.4%) produces incremental annual impacts for higher-use customers 

that are still significant.  (AIC Init. Br. at 25.)  And the incremental monthly seasonal impacts 

between the Staff alternative and existing rate designs are no less meaningful, for both space-

heat and general-use customers.  A Rate Zone III space-heat customer taking service at the 

36,978 kWh profile would see an incremental January 2015 delivery bill impact of 10.3% or 

$11.55 more, under the Staff alternative.  (Ameren Ex. 4.2RH.)  And a Rate Zone II general-use 

customer taking service at the 14,913 kWh customer profile would see an incremental August 

2015 delivery bill impact of 9.7% or $6.66 more, under the Staff alternative.  (Id.)  Indeed, all 

general-use customers and all space-heat customers would see higher August delivery bills 

under the Staff alternative, as usage becomes a bigger driver of the delivery bill.  (Id.)  And 

these incremental increases assume that January 2015 and August 2015 would not be extreme 

weather months that would spike usage.  Nor do these increases include the future bill impacts 

that will occur in 2016 when delivery rates go up, again.  The potential (and volatile from month 

to month) bill impacts show why Staff testifies that its alternative “could mitigate high bill 

impacts for higher-use customers….”  (AIC Init. Br. at 25 (emphasis added).)  For fixed-income 

households, who can only afford to spend so much a month on utility bills, the bill impacts (and 

bill instability) under the Staff alternative do not make it a more “beneficial” option.  As the Staff 

Initial Brief concedes, the existing rate design “is shown to impact the fewest customers.”  (Staff 

Init. Br. at 13.)  And it is the existing rate design that the Commission should approve (again) 

here. 
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4. The Staff “midpoint” alternative also should not be the “first step” to 
reaching the AG rate design in two years—the unknown variables 
make it impossible to predict that “rate shock” can be avoided. 

The AG’s Initial Brief repeats again the alternate proposal found in its rebuttal testimony, 

namely that the Staff alternative be used as a “first step of a two-year phase-in” of the AG rate 

design.  (AG Init. Br. at. 25.)  This simple “phase in” approach certainly would lessen the 

immediate delivery bill impacts experienced by higher-use residential customers for the January 

2015 billing period.  But it would only be a temporary reprieve.  More revenue responsibility 

would be shifted to higher-use residential customers in year two, as the percentage of DS-1 

revenues collected through fixed charges decreased from 36.4% to 28.0%.  And a phased-in 

approach would still be inconsistent with cost causation principles; if the evidence shows that at 

least 70% of the delivery costs are “fixed” (i.e., do not change due to changes in residential 

customer monthly usage, annual usage, or fluctuations in usage over multiple years), logic 

dictates that 72% of the delivery revenues should not be recovered through the variable portions 

of the bill. 

A “phase-in” of the AG’s rate design over two years also would not avoid “rate shock” 

for higher-use residential customers, contrary to the AG’s suggestion.  (Tr. 121:22-122:12, 

123:1-124:3.)  And that is because of the unknown pricing variables that will materially impact a 

customer’s total bill after the first few months of 2015.  The AG rate design, even if “phased-in” 

over two years, would ignore negative bill impacts from non-delivery service sources.  (Ameren 

Exs. 2.0RH (2d. Rev.) (Jones Dir.), p. 37; 4.0RH (Jones Reb.), p. 3.)  And the power supply and 

transmission rates effective in June 2015 and October 2015 are undefined.  But the evidence 

suggests that they will be higher in the second year of any two-year phase-in of the AG rate 

design.  (AG Init. Br. at 7, 21-22.)  The magnitude of the residential delivery rate increase in 

2016 also remains undetermined.  But again, the evidence suggests the rates will be higher then.  
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These uncertainties alone make it impossible to predict that there would not be any “rate shock” 

for electric space-heat and other higher-use residential customers in year two of any phase-in.   

But those are not the only unknown variables that would impact January 2016 bills, under 

the AG’s proposed two-year phase-in approach.  The annual and seasonal usage of the residential 

class in 2016 would be dependent largely on the severity of the weather.  And recent history has 

shown that non-summer and summer usage can increase considerably from one year to the next.  

(AIC Init. Br. at 12.)  February 2014 usage was 30% higher than February 2013 usage, and July 

2011 usage was 30% higher than July 2013 usage.  (Id.)  Since under the AG and Staff 

alternative rate designs the Distribution Delivery Charge would be higher and more volatile than 

under the existing rate design, the incremental monthly bill impacts in year two (or year one) of 

the phase-in would be higher, the higher the customer’s monthly usage is.  (Id. at 12, 26.)   

Even the January 2015 total bill impacts under phase one of the AG proposal are 

unknown for a large portion of the residential class.  As mentioned above, the AG’s analysis of 

January 2015 bill impacts, compared to January 2014 bills, looks only at the cross-section of the 

residential class who actually takes power supply from AIC.  As of February 28, 2014, 57.1% of 

Rate Zone I residential customers, 76.2% of Rate Zone II residential customers, and 65.1% of 

Rate Zone III residential customers had switched to an alternative retail electric supplier (ARES).  

(Ameren Cross Ex. 10.)  And the fixed prices of ARESs in AIC’s service territory are higher 

than AIC’s fixed price.  (Ameren Cross Ex. 11.)  There is no evidence that suggests to the 

Commission what the total bill impacts for ARES customers would be after (or before) May 

2015.  And for the approximate one-third of residential customers who still take power supply 

from AIC, the January 2015 power supply price is now unknown.  (AIC Init. Br. at 21, n. 4.)   
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Just as these factors weigh heavily against adopting the Staff alternative for potentially 

the next three years (January 2015-January 2018), they weigh heavily against adopting the Staff 

alternative as the “first step” of a two-year phase-in to reach the AG rate design.  If the 

Commission is truly concerned with avoiding “rate shock” for electric space-heat and other 

higher-use customers, it should maintain the existing rate design (id. at 10-12), or adopt the 

“consumer protection mechanism” outlined in AIC’s direct testimony (id. at 16-17). 

III. Conclusion—The substantial evidence in the record obliges the Commission to 
maintain the existing rate design, and reject the AG and Staff alternative proposals. 

In 2007, representatives for the Commission and the AIUs admitted that there should 

have been more focus on the potential bill impacts that electric space-heat customers and other 

higher-use customers might experience after the rate freeze ended.  The Commission should not 

now ignore that history.  And the Commission also cannot forget how it recovered from that 

crisis—it encouraged AIC to adopt SFV design and later approved its use.  And when it 

approved its use, the Commission determined that the SFV design resulted in cost-based delivery 

rates.   

Four and one-half years later, the record on rehearing does not support the Commission 

reversing its prior decision and abandoning the use of SFV design in AIC’s electric residential 

rates.  The design and cost of the electric distribution network doesn’t support a return to non-

SFV pricing for the residential class.  And the volatile, monthly bill impacts that would result 

from either the AG or Staff alternative rate design caution the Commission from instituting a 

radical change in the recovery of delivery revenues in a rising rate environment.  For the reasons 

in this Reply Brief and AIC’s Initial Brief, the March 19, 2014 decision should be affirmed. 
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